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Empowered To Perform
Powerful Lessons To Achieve Unquestionable Personal
Success
Empore Publishers If you desire for your life to be signiﬁcant, if you wish to know what you really can do – with determination that
surpasses the trophy on your oﬃce table, the qualiﬁcations you hold, the physical condition of your body, the number on your bank
account, and the size of the house you live in or what car you drive – and you long to produce optimum performance, then prepare to
change. Prepare to have your vision, mission and purpose re-empowered. Prepare to learn that you’re so much more than you think
about your circumstances, and you can harvest leading results only the empowered can generate. This is the moment to awaken your
1% genius to greatness. This book is an opportunity to tap into the mindset of high-grade doers.
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The Woman on the Golden Hind
Legend Press Ltd Inspired by a true story, this is the tale of one woman’s uncharted voyage to freedom.

Avalon
A Novel
HMH A novel of England during the Viking era, from an author who “has vividly and colorfully portrayed life during the tumultuous
Dark Ages” (Historical Novels Review). The last quarter of the tenth century was a time of conﬂict and exploration—while the AngloSaxons fought against the Vikings, Norsemen voyaged into the unknown looking for new lands to pillage, and so discovered America.
Prince Rumon of France, descendant of Charlemagne and King Alfred, was a searcher. He had visions of the Islands of the Blessed,
perhaps King Arthur’s Avalon, “where falls not hail, or rain, or any snow.” Merewyn grew up in savage Cornwall—a lonely girl,
sustained by stubborn courage and belief in her descent from great King Arthur. Chance—or fate—in the form of a shipwreck oﬀ the
Cornish coast brought Rumon and Merewyn together, and from that hour their lives were intertwined. Bound by his vow to her dying
mother, Rumon brings Merewyn safely to England, keeping hidden the shameful secret of her birth. He considers his responsibility
ended. At court, he is dazzled by the beautiful Queen Alfrida—but when a murderous truth is revealed, he turns to Merewyn, only to
discover that he may have lost her. And he will journey across the Atlantic to ﬁnd her again . . . From the beloved bestselling author of
Katherine and Dragonwyck, this is a romantic tale of history and adventure “characterized by an authentic sense of time” (The New
York Times Book Review).

The Last Protector (James Marwood & Cat Lovett, Book
4)
HarperCollins From the No.1 Sunday Times bestselling author of The Ashes of London comes the next book in the phenomenally
successful series following James Marwood and Cat Lovett.

Red Sky Over Hawaii
A Novel
MIRA Inspired by real places and events of WWII, Red Sky Over Hawaii immerses the reader in a time of American history full of
suspicion and peril in this lush and poignant tale about the indisputable power of doing the right thing against all odds. The attack on
Pearl Harbor changes everything for Lana Hitchcock. Arriving home on the Big Island too late to reconcile with her estranged father,
she is left alone to untangle the clues of his legacy, which lead to a secret property tucked away in the remote rain forest of Kilauea
volcano. When the government starts taking away her neighbors as suspected sympathizers, Lana shelters two young German girls, a
Japanese ﬁsherman and his son. As tensions escalate, they are forced into hiding—only to discover the hideaway house is not what
they expected. When a detainment camp is established nearby, Lana struggles to keep the secrets of those in her care. Trust could
have dangerous consequences. As their lives weave together, Lana begins to understand the true meaning of family and how the
bonds of love carry us through the worst times.

I Survived the Battle of D-Day, 1944 (I Survived #18)
Scholastic Inc. This installment in the New York Times bestselling I Survived series from Lauren Tarshis shines a spotlight on the
Normandy landings, just in time for the 75th anniversary of D-Day!

Someone Named Eva
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt In 1942, blonde and blue-eyed Milada is taken from her home in Czechoslovakia to a school in Poland to
be trained as "a proper German" for adoption by a German family, but all the while she remembers her true name and history.

The Shadow Queen
HarperCollins UK **A spellbinding historical novel** The Sunday Times Bestseller ‘O’Brien is now approaching Philippa Gregory
status’ – Reader’s Digest ‘A dangerous word, perhaps, for a woman. Power.’

I Survived the Attack of the Grizzlies, 1967 (I Survived
#17)
Scholastic Inc. New York Times bestselling author Lauren Tarshis tackles the historic grizzly bear attacks in Glacier National Park in
this latest installment of the groundbreaking I Survived series. No grizzly has ever killed a human in Glacier before . . . until tonight.
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Eleven-year-old Melody Vega and her family come to Glacier National Park every year, and it's always been a place where she can
forget her troubles. But this year is diﬀerent. With Mom gone, every moment in the park is a heartbreaking reminder of the past.Then
Mel comes face-to-face with the mighty grizzly. Now her only thought is one of survival. Mel will soon be a part of one of the most
tragic seasons in the history of America's national parks - a summer of terror that will forever change ideas about how grizzlies and
humans can exist together in the wild.

The Lighthouse Keeper’s Daughter
HarperCollins ‘Compelling... I can’t recommend this one highly enough.’ Gill Paul, bestselling author of The Secret Wife ‘Exquisite... a
clear head and shoulders above the rest’ Sunday Independent

The Chanel Sisters
A Novel
Harlequin A USA Today and Globe and Mail bestseller! A novel of survival, love, loss, triumph—and the sisters who changed fashion
forever Antoinette and Gabrielle “Coco” Chanel know they’re destined for something better. Abandoned by their family at a young
age, they’ve grown up under the guidance of nuns preparing them for simple lives as the wives of tradesmen or shopkeepers. At
night, their secret stash of romantic novels and magazine cutouts beneath the ﬂoorboards are all they have to keep their dreams of
the future alive. The walls of the convent can’t shield them forever, and when they’re ﬁnally of age, the Chanel sisters set out together
with a ﬁerce determination to prove themselves worthy to a society that has never accepted them. Their journey propels them out of
poverty and to the stylish cafés of Moulins, the dazzling performance halls of Vichy—and to a small hat shop on the rue Cambon in
Paris, where a boutique business takes hold and expands to the glamorous French resort towns. But the sisters’ lives are again thrown
into turmoil when World War I breaks out, forcing them to make irrevocable choices, and they’ll have to gather the courage to fashion
their own places in the world, even if apart from each other. “The Chanel Sisters explores with care the timeless need for belonging,
purpose, and love, and the heart’s relentless pursuit of these despite daunting odds. Beautifully told to the last page.” —Susan
Meissner, bestselling author of The Last Year of the War

Love, Theodosia
A Novel of Theodosia Burr and Philip Hamilton
Simon and Schuster A Romeo & Juliet tale for Hamilton! fans. In post-American Revolution New York City, Theodosia Burr, a scholar
with the skills of a socialite, is all about charming the right people on behalf of her father—Senator Aaron Burr, who is determined to
win the oﬃce of president in the pivotal election of 1800. Meanwhile, Philip Hamilton, the rakish son of Alexander Hamilton, is all
about being charming on behalf of his libido. When the two ﬁrst meet, it seems the ongoing feud between their politically opposed
fathers may be hereditary. But soon, Theodosia and Philip must choose between love and family, desire and loyalty, and preserving
the legacy their ﬂawed fathers fought for or creating their own. Love, Theodosia is a smart, funny, swoony take on a ﬁercely intelligent
woman with feminist ideas ahead of her time who has long-deserved center stage. A refreshing spin on the Hamiltonian era and the
characters we have grown to know and love. It’s also a heartbreaking romance of two star-crossed lovers, an achingly bittersweet
“what if.” Despite their fathers’ bitter rivalry, Theodosia and Philip are drawn to each other and, in what unrolls like a Jane Austen
novel of manners, we ﬁnd ourselves entangled in the world of Hamilton and Burr once again as these heirs of famous enemies are
driven together despite every reason not to be.

Don't Tell the Nazis
Scholastic Inc. Marsha Forchuk Skrypuch (author of Making Bombs for Hitler) crafts a story of ultimate compassion and sacriﬁce
based on true events during WWII. The year is 1941. Krystia lives in a small Ukrainian village under the cruel -- sometimes violent -occupation of the Soviets. So when the Nazis march into town to liberate them, many of Krystia's neighbors welcome the troops with
celebrations, hoping for a better life.But conditions don't improve as expected. Krystia's friend Dolik and the other Jewish people in
town warn that their new occupiers may only bring darker days.The worst begins to happen when the Nazis blame the Jews for
murders they didn't commit. As the Nazis force Jews into a ghetto, Krystia does what she can to help Dolik and his family. But what
they really need is a place to hide. Faced with unimaginable tyranny and cruelty, will Krystia risk everything to protect her friends and
neighbors?

The Four Legs of the Table
Raymond Ackerman's Simple Straight-forward Formula
for Success
New Africa Books Presents the secret of the author's success with a marketing philosophy based on the model of 'the four legs of
the table' that can be applied worldwide. This book views that it is possible to hold to a set of business principles and still be
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ﬁnancially successful, whatever the circumstances. Its last part is a practical guide to problem solving.

Improper Pursuits
The Scandalous Life of an Earlier Lady Diana Spencer
St. Martin's Press With these words to Boswell, Samuel Johnson dismissed Lady Di Beauclerk, the wife of one of his closest friends, a
woman of the highest rank, the daughter of a duke, who had forsaken her reputation, her place in society, her children, and her role
as lady-in-waiting to the Queen for love. Born Lady Diana Spencer in 1735, the eldest child of the third Duke of Marlborough, she was
expected rigidly to follow a traditional path through life: educated in the fashion considered suitable for a girl, and married to a man of
the appropriate rank for a duke's daughter. But ﬁnding herself in a desperately unhappy marriage to Viscount Bolingbroke, Lady Di
overturned convention. She left her husband, maintained a secret relationship with her lover, Topham Beauclerk, hid the birth of an
illegitimate child, and eventually helped to support herself by painting. Lady Di Beauclerk was a highly gifted artist who was able to
use her scandalous reputation as an adulteress, aristocratic woman to further her career as a painter and designer. She painted
portraits, illustrated plays and books, provided designs for Wedgwood's innovative pottery, and decorated rooms with murals.
Championed by her close friend Horace Walpole, whose letters illuminate all aspects of her life, she was able to establish herself as an
admired artist at a time when women struggled to forge careers. Carola Hicks provides an enthralling account of eighteenth-century
society, in which Lady Di encountered many of the most eminent artistic, literary, and political ﬁgures of the day. Improper Pursuits is
an absorbing study of a singular life.

The Prophet's Wife
A Novel of an American Faith
HarperCollins A sweeping, lyrical tale of historical ﬁction that tells the unbelievable story of the early days of the Mormon church
through the eyes of the woman who saw it all—Emma, the ﬁrst wife of the prophet Joseph Smith. In 1825, in rural Pennsylvania, Emma
Hale marries an itinerant treasure-digger, a man who has nothing but a peep-stone in his pocket and a conviction that he can speak
directly to God. His name is Joseph Smith and in a few short years, he will found his own religion, gather zealous adherents by the tens
of thousands, and fracture Emma’s life and faith While the Mormon religion ﬁnds its feet and runs beyond the grasp of its founder,
Emma struggles to maintain her place in Joseph’s heart—and in the religion that has become her world. The Mormons make
themselves outcasts everywhere they go. Joseph can only maintain his authority by issuing ever-stranger commandments on God’s
behalf, culminating in an edict that men should marry as many women as they please. The Mormons’ adoption of polygamy only sets
them further apart, and soon their communities are ravaged by violence at the hands of their outraged fellow Americans. For Emma,
things take a more personal toll as Joseph brings in a new wife—a woman whom Emma considers a sister. As Emma’s family grows
along with Joseph’s infamy, she knows there will never be peace until Joseph faces the law. But on the half-wild edge of the frontier,
he’s more likely to ﬁnd death at the hands of a vigilante posse than a fair trial. For the sake of her people—and her soul—Emma must
convince the Prophet of God to surrender... and perhaps to sacriﬁce his life.

Social Anthropology and Language
Routledge Providing a critical framework for the consideration of the relationship between modern social anthropology and
linguistics, this volume covers topics such as classiﬁcation, symbolism, and structuralism. The relevance of the works of Saussure,
Lévi-Strauss and Chomsky is considered. There are two case-studies: the ﬁrst outlines a 'social history' of the succession of pidgins
that are documented on the West African coast, ending with Pidgin English. The second analyzes the status of three language
varieties used in a 'trilingual' community in the Carnian Alps. Originally published in 1971.

The Harpsichord and Clavichord
An Introductory Study
A Sprat To Catch A Mackerel
Key Principles To Build Your Business
Jonathan Ball Publishers When Raymond Ackerman was ﬁred from his job in 1966, he persuaded a group of friends to loan him the
money to buy three small Pick 'n Pay stores, which at the time employed a total of 175 people. On his retirement, 44 years later, he
had changed the face of southern African retailing, growing his company to encompass 792 stores in eight countries, employing more
than 60 000 people, and generating an annual turnover of around R60 billion. In A Sprat to Catch a Mackerel: Key principles to build
your business, Raymond Ackerman shares the basic tenets behind his business philosophy - timeless principles that have guided him
through some of South Africa's most turbulent times. Whatever your business background or interest, the practical, accessible advice
in this book will help you deﬁne and build your vision, and help you reach success and self-actualised growth - not by chasing proﬁt,
but by giving expression to a driving passion. Rated by the Financial Times as among the World's Top 100 Most Respected
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Businessmen, Raymond Ackerman is also the ﬁrst South African ever to receive the International Woodrow Wilson Award for Corporate
Citizenship. In 2009, his company was voted the World's Best Retailer by the National Retail Federation (NRF). Raymond Ackerman is
also the author of the best-selling memoir Hearing Grasshoppers Jump, and The Four Legs of the Table, in which he recounts how he
built Pick 'n Pay into one of the most respected brands in the world today.

Revolutionizing a World
From Small States to Universalism in the Pre-Islamic
Near East
UCL Press This book investigates the long-term continuity of large-scale states and empires, and its eﬀect on the Near East’s social
fabric, including the fundamental changes that occurred to major social institutions. Its geographical coverage spans, from east to
west, modern-day Libya and Egypt to Central Asia, and from north to south, Anatolia to southern Arabia, incorporating modern-day
Oman and Yemen. Its temporal coverage spans from the late eighth century BCE to the seventh century CE during the rise of Islam
and collapse of the Sasanian Empire. The authors argue that the persistence of large states and empires starting in the eighth/seventh
centuries BCE, which continued for many centuries, led to new socio-political structures and institutions emerging in the Near East.
The primary processes that enabled this emergence were large-scale and long-distance movements, or population migrations. These
patterns of social developments are analysed under diﬀerent aspects: settlement patterns, urban structure, material culture, trade,
governance, language spread and religion, all pointing at movement as the main catalyst for social change. This book’s argument is
framed within a larger theoretical framework termed as ‘universalism’, a theory that explains many of the social transformations that
happened to societies in the Near East, starting from the Neo-Assyrian period and continuing for centuries. Among other inﬂuences,
the eﬀects of these transformations are today manifested in modern languages, concepts of government, universal religions and
monetized and globalized economies.

Nursing Informatics
Where Caring and Technology Meet
Springer Science & Business Media Since publication of the ﬁrst edition in 1988, this book has established itself as the premier
reference text for nurses, nursing administrators, nursing students, and other health care professionals who seek a state-of-the-art
review of the role of IT in the nursing profession. The third edition of this seminal work keeps readers at the forefront of the rapidly
evolving ﬁeld of nursing informatics, examining new trends and thoroughly updating and revising all content. New chapters include:
Selecting a Nursing Informatics Consultant; Project Management; Consumer Informatics; Data Mining; Education (CME, Patient);
Electronic Medical Imaging; Nursing Informatics Competencies; Telehealth and Implications; Business Process Reengineering;
Nursing's Role in Telehealth.

The Heart's Invisible Furies
A Novel
Hogarth Named Book of the Month Club's Book of the Year, 2017 Selected one of New York Times Readers’ Favorite Books of 2017
Winner of the 2018 Goldsboro Books Glass Bell Award From the beloved New York Times bestselling author of The Boy In the Striped
Pajamas, a sweeping, heartfelt saga about the course of one man's life, beginning and ending in post-war Ireland Cyril Avery is not a
real Avery -- or at least, that's what his adoptive parents tell him. And he never will be. But if he isn't a real Avery, then who is he?
Born out of wedlock to a teenage girl cast out from her rural Irish community and adopted by a well-to-do if eccentric Dublin couple
via the intervention of a hunchbacked Redemptorist nun, Cyril is adrift in the world, anchored only tenuously by his heartfelt
friendship with the inﬁnitely more glamourous and dangerous Julian Woodbead. At the mercy of fortune and coincidence, he will spend
a lifetime coming to know himself and where he came from - and over his many years, will struggle to discover an identity, a home, a
country, and much more. In this, Boyne's most transcendent work to date, we are shown the story of Ireland from the 1940s to today
through the eyes of one ordinary man. The Heart's Invisible Furies is a novel to make you laugh and cry while reminding us all of the
redemptive power of the human spirit.

The Falcon Temple
9th Cinebook A thrilling quest to discover the fabled treasure of the Templars!

The Youth Book
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A Directory of South African Youth Organisations,
Service Providers and Resource Material
The object of this publication is to provide youth, as well as people and organizations involved and interested in youth-related issues,
with a comprehensive source of information on South African young organizations and related relevant issues.

Radar Girls
MIRA "A fresh, delightful romp of a novel... this gang of irrepressible friends lives up to their name in sparkling fashion."—Kate Quinn,
New York Times bestselling author of The Rose Code An extraordinary story inspired by the real Women’s Air Raid Defense, where an
unlikely recruit and her sisters-in-arms forge their place in WWII history. Daisy Wilder prefers the company of horses to people, bare
feet and salt water to high heels and society parties. Then, in the dizzying aftermath of the attack on Pearl Harbor, Daisy enlists in a
top secret program, replacing male soldiers in a war zone for the ﬁrst time. Under fear of imminent invasion, the WARDs guide pilots
into blacked-out airstrips and track unidentiﬁed planes across Paciﬁc skies. But not everyone thinks the women are up to the job, and
the new recruits must rise above their diﬀerences and work side by side despite the resistance and heartache they meet along the
way. With America’s future on the line, Daisy is determined to prove herself worthy. And with the man she’s falling for out on the front
lines, she cannot fail. From radar towers on remote mountaintops to ﬂooded bomb shelters, she’ll need her new team when the stakes
are highest. Because the most important battles are fought—and won—together. This inspiring and uplifting tale of pioneering, unsung
heroines vividly transports the reader to wartime Hawaii, where one woman’s call to duty leads her to ﬁnd courage, strength and
sisterhood. “A wow of a book…[that is] a captivating story of friendship, heartbreak and true love. Highly recommend!” —Karen
Robards, New York Times bestselling author of The Black Swan of Paris

Constructing Human Rights in the Age of Globalization
Routledge Both human rights and globalization are powerful ideas and processes, capable of transforming the world in profound
ways. Notwithstanding their universal claims, however, the processes are constructed, and they draw their power from the speciﬁc
cultural and political contexts in which they are constructed. Far from bringing about a harmonious cosmopolitan order, they have
stimulated conﬂict and opposition. In the context of globalization, as the idea of human rights has become universal, its meaning has
become one more terrain of struggle among groups with their own interests and goals. Part I of this volume looks at political and
cultural struggles to control the human rights regime -- that is, the power to construct the universal claims that will prevail in a
territory -- with respect to property, the state, the environment, and women. Part II examines the dynamics and counterdynamics of
transnational networks in their interactions with local actors in Iran, China, and Hong Kong. Part III looks at the prospects for fruitful
human rights dialogiue between competing universalisms that by deﬁnition are intolerant of conradiction and averse to compromise.

Learning in Virtual Worlds
Research and Applications
Athabasca University Press Three-dimensional (3D) immersive virtual worlds have been touted as being capable of facilitating
highly interactive, engaging, multimodal learning experiences. Much of the evidence gathered to support these claims has been
anecdotal but the potential that these environments hold to solve traditional problems in online and technology-mediated
education—primarily learner isolation and student disengagement—has resulted in considerable investments in virtual world platforms
like Second Life, OpenSimulator, and Open Wonderland by both professors and institutions. To justify this ongoing and sustained
investment, institutions and proponents of simulated learning environments must assemble a robust body of evidence that illustrates
the most eﬀective use of this powerful learning tool. In this authoritative collection, a team of international experts outline the
emerging trends and developments in the use of 3D virtual worlds for teaching and learning. They explore aspec ts of learner
interaction with virtual worlds, such as user wayﬁnding in Second Life, communication modes and perceived presence, and
accessibility issues for elderly or disabled learners. They also examine advanced technologies that hold potential for the enhancement
of learner immersion and discuss best practices in the design and implementation of virtual world-based learning interventions and
tasks. By evaluating and documenting diﬀerent methods, approaches, and strategies, the contributors to Learning in Virtual Worlds
oﬀer important information and insight to both scholars and practitioners in the ﬁeld.

The International Corporate 1000
A Directory of Who Runs The World's 1000 Leading
Corporations 1987 Edition
Springer Science & Business Media The International Corporate 1000 represents a joint venture between Monitor Publishing Com
pany of Washington, DC, and Graham & Trotman Limited of London. Monitor Publishing Company is well known as the publisher of The
Federal Yellow Book, The Congressional Yellow Book, and The Corporate 1000. Graham & Trotman's annual directories providing data
on the major companies in many parts of the world are equally established. The two publishing companies have pooled their expertise
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in this joint venture to research, compile and publish The International Corporate 1000, A Directory o/Who Runs The World's 1000
Leading Corporations. The directory was designed to help you identify and contact the senior executives who lead and manage these
companies. Accordingly, you will ﬁnd extensive, valuable detail about who does what, and how to reach them, but you will ﬁnd little
ﬁnancial or statistical data. We have designed the book in this way because we believe there is a great need for an accurate and
current executive directory, whereas a wealth of ﬁnancial data is already available from many diﬀerent sources. The organization of
the directory is by key geographical region, then by major country within each region, and then alphabetically by company within
each country.

Guide to United States Naval Administrative Histories of
World War II
Cinematographers, Production Designers, Costume
Designers & Film Editors Guide
The Problematics of Moral and Legal Theory
Belknap Press Ambitious legal thinkers have become mesmerized by moral philosophy, believing that great ﬁgures in the
philosophical tradition hold the keys to understanding and improving law and justice and even to resolving the most contentious
issues of constitutional law. They are wrong, contends Richard Posner in this book. Posner characterizes the current preoccupation
with moral and constitutional theory as the latest form of legal mystiﬁcation—an evasion of the real need of American law, which is for
a greater understanding of the social, economic, and political facts out of which great legal controversies arise. In pursuit of that
understanding, Posner advocates a rebuilding of the law on the pragmatic basis of open-minded and systematic empirical inquiry and
the rejection of cant and nostalgia—the true professionalism foreseen by Oliver Wendell Holmes a century ago. A bracing book that
pulls no punches and leaves no pieties unpunctured or sacred cows unkicked, The Problematics of Moral and Legal Theory oﬀers a
sweeping tour of the current scene in legal studies—and a hopeful prospect for its future.

The Mysterious Voodoo Queen, Marie Laveaux
A Study of Powerful Female Leadership in Nineteenth
Century New Orleans
Routledge This study investigates the emergence of powerful female leadership in New Orleans' Voodoo tradition. It provides a
careful examination of the cultural, historical, economic, demographic and socio-political factors that contributed both to the
feminization of this religious culture and its strong female leaders.

The Expected One
Simon and Schuster A deadly political rivalry that ended in two brutal executions...An intricate love triangle that altered the course
of history...A religious revolution that changed the world... THE TREASURE... For two thousand years, an undiscovered treasure rested
in the rocky wilds of the French Pyrenees. A series of scrolls written in the ﬁrst century by Mary Magdalene, these startling documents
hold the power to redeﬁne the events and characters of the New Testament. Protected by supernatural forces, the priceless cache can
only be uncovered by a special seeker, one who has been chosen for the task by divine providence - The Expected One. THE CHOSEN
ONE... When journalist Maureen Paschal begins the research for a new book, she has no idea that she is stepping into an ancient
mystery so complex and dangerous that thousands of people have killed and died for it. As a long buried family scandal comes to
light, she can no longer deny her own role in a deadly drama of epic international consequences.
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